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Eleven survey flights were made at approximately 2-week Intervals;
however, no flights were made between 21 November and 20 December or
between 20 February and 3 April because of adverse weather conditions.
These censuses were made in the same manner and by the same Individual
(R.D. Crompton) as the surveys made In the same area of the Mississippi
River for the previous 12 seasons (Bellrose et al. 1973, Sanderson et al.
1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, and Sanderson 1983,
1984). These flights have begun as early as 13 October (1982) and as late
as 6 December (1973). The average beginning date.for all 13 years was 6
November; 23 days later than the first flight made on 14 october 1984. The
last flight has been made as late as 25 April (1984) and as early as 21
March (1973). The average last date for all 13 years was 9 April; 15 days
earlier than the last flight made on 24 April 1985. The distribution of
the flights, except for difficulties caused by weather, has been generally
similar for all 13 seasons; one flight every 2 weeks from late October or
early November through late March or late April. Nine flights were made
In each of 1972-73, 1973-74, and 1974-75, 10 flights were made In 1979-80,
12 flights were made In each of 1975-77 and 1981-82, and 11 flights in each
of the other 7 years.
Additional surveys to determine the use of this section of the
Mississippi River by herons were made In the spring of each year from 1973
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through 1977 (Graber 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977). The studies of herons
were completed In 1977.
Only those species of waterfowl and other birds listed In Table 1 were
Identified during these flights over the past 13 seasons. Birds censused
on these flights In 1984-85 Included 17 species of ducks, 2 species of '
geese, coots, cormorants, and bald eagles. The red-breasted merganser,
first seen In 1978-79, was not seen during the past 4 seasons. The
cormorant, seen for the first time In 1978-79, showed a fairly steady -
Increase through 1972-73, when 1,066 were counted; 621 were seen in 1983-84
and 322 In 1984-85 (Table 1). The small races of Canada geese were
identified only In 1978-79. The bufflehead, first seen In 1978-79, has
been counted In 6 of the past 7 seasons, Including 1984-85. The redhead,
seen In 8 of the past 12 seasons, was present In low numbers for the past 2
seasons. The whistling swan, with 10 seen In 1981-82 and 25 In 1982-83,
was not recorded In the past 2 seasons. The wood duck, first recorded in
1982-83, when 258 were observed, was not observed In 1984-85. The
American green-winged teal and the bald eagle were the only species with
higher counts (both total and per flight) In 1984-85 than in 1983-84. The
black duck was the only species that had the lowest (674) 13-year number In
1984-85; however, 23 of 24 species of waterfowl (including coot, and
whistling swan) either had lower total counts (19 species) or none was
seen (4 species) In 1984-85 than In the previous season.
A comparison of the censuses for the past 13 years Is shown In Tables
2 and 3. The total number of waterfowl counted In 1984-85 (128,719) was
44.2% below the count (230,805) for the previous season and 48.1% below the
13-year average of 247,887 (Table 4). The total count In 1984-85 was 59.7%
below the average (319,099) total count for waterfowl during the last 9
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years of these censuses but was 19.1% above the average (108,041) for the
first 4 years of this study.
Of the 9 species for which the censuses averaged more than 200 birds
per flight In 1984-85, 8 (Canada goose, mallard, common goldeneye, coot,
American wigeon, lesser scaup, northern shoveler, and blue-winged teal)
showed declines (Table 3). Only the American geen-winged teal (+152.0%)
showed an Increase over the previous season. The 19 species for which
1,000 or more individuals were counted In 1979-80, 1980-81, 1981-82,
1982-83, 1983-84, or 1984-85 showed changes per flight from 1983-84 to
1984-85 as follows: Decreases--lesser snow goose, 92.1%, redhead, 87.2%,
canvasback, 82.9%, lesser scaup, 75.7%, pintail, 59.3%, mallard; 57.5%,
northern shoveler, 57.4%, common merganser, 54.7%, coot, 52.1%, cormorant,
48.1%, ruddy duck, 47.7%, common goldeneye, 46.2%, ring-necked duck, 42.6%,
black duck, 40.3%, gadwall, 38.6%, American wigeon, 38.4%, Canada goose,
31.8%, and blue-winged teal, 29.6%. Increases--American green-winged teal,
151.6%.
The averages for the total number counted on all censuses and for the
number counted per census (Table 4) show that the Canada goose, mallard,
and coot make the heaviest use of the Mississippi River from St. Louis to
Cairo. Other species that make relatively heavy use of this section of the
river are the lesser scaup and common goldeneye. The averages for all
censuses for the 13-year period show that the mallard and coot were most
abundant on Horseshoe Lake (St. Louis); however, both species make
relatively heavy use of the river from Grand Tower to Cairo. Except for
Horseshoe Lake (St. Louis), which was In fourth place for diving ducks
(ring-necked duck, canvasback, redhead, and lesser scaup combined), there
was a consistent Increase In numbers of diving ducks from north to south on
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the Mississippi River from St. Louis to Cairo. The Canada goose, common
goldeneye, common merganser, and diving ducks were all most abundant from
Grand Tower to Cairo (Table 6). Except for Horseshoe Lake, which was In
third place for usage by the most numerous species (Table 5), use by all
species Increased from north to south (St. Louis to Cairo) on the
Mississippi River.
There are species differences in the timing of use of the Mississippi
River from St. Louis to Cairo ((Table 6). For example, numbers of Canada
geese Increased slowly from the middle of October to about the first week
In January and then Increased rapidly to reach peak numbers about the first
of February, remained high until about the end of February and declined
rapidly during March and April. Although their rates of buildup differ,
the mallard (11 Feb-1 Apr), common goldeneye (7 Jan-27 Feb), and common
merganser (7 Jan-27 Feb) also reached peak numbers from late January,
through February, and Into early March. The coot reached one peak In fall
(13-30 Oct) and a higher peak In early spring (16 Mar-25 Apr). When the
species (Canada goose, mallard, common goldeneye, common merganser, coot,
and diving ducks) that are most abundant from St. Louis to Cairo are
combined, their numbers show a consistent Increase from 13-30 October
through 16 March-1 April and decline abruptly during 2-25 April (Table 6).
There are annual variations caused by weather and other factors. For
example, In 1983-84 peak populations of the Canada goose were reached on 20
January 1984, whereas the 13-year average peak was reached 11-27 February
and the peak In 1984-85 was on 20 February 1985 (Table 1, 6). The peak
mallard population occurred 21 November 1984 compared with the 13-year
average of 28 Feb-15 March and 22 March 1984 for the 1983-84 season. The
peak population of the diving ducks (ring-necked duck, canvasback, redhead,
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and lesser scaup) was on 3 April 1985 compared with the 13-year mean of 16
March-1 April. Peak populations of the common merganser, common goldeneye,
and coot In 1984-85 did not differ significantly In timing from the 13-year
average.
The total count of bald eagles (483, +9.5%) and the number seen per
flight (44, +10.0%) were higher than they were In 1983-84 (Table 2, 3).
The total count In 1984-85 (483) was 25.8% below the average total count
(651) for the 5-year period of 1977-78 through 1981-82 (Table 2). The
average count per census (44) In 1984-85 was 26.7% lower than the mean
count per census (60) for 1977-78 through 1981-82 (Table 3). Eagles were
observed from 21 November (8) 1984 through 10 April (1) 1985. The peak
populations occurred 6-20 February 1985 (Table 1) compared with 4-20
January 1984 (Sanderson 1984).
These data collected over the past 13 years for waterfowl and eagles
Indicate many of the variations to be expected because of changes In flyway
and continental populations, local habitat conditions (food, water levels,
and similar conditions), weather, chance, and unknown factors. This 13-
year series of data provides baseline data, that, when used In conjunction
with continental and flyway populations, may be used to determine long term
changes in habitat for waterfowl and eagles on this section of the
Mississippi River.
If funding is available, It Is desirable to continue these censuses on
this section of the Mississippi River. For the sections of the Mississippi
and Illinois rivers that provide the best waterfowl habitat on these two
rivers, the Illinois Natural History Survey has waterfowl census data for
more than 35 years. The Natural History Survey has censused all other
major waterfowl habitats In Illinois with funding from various sources.
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There Is some question as to whether funding will be available from these
other sources to continue the waterfowl censuses In these other areas In
1985-86. The Natural History Survey Is In the process of preparing a book
on the waterfowl of IIllnois. Thus, it Is desirable to continue these
censuses for as long as possible, or at least until the waterfowl book has
been completed.
Areas of major concentrations of waterfowl and bald eagles during the
censuses In 1984-85 are shown on Navigation Charts (Appendix 1).
Lower Kaskaskia River
This past season was the second that a full complement of flights was
made on the lower Kaskaskia River; however, 3 censuses were made from 3
March 1983 through April 1983 (Sanderson 1983). These flights were made in
conjunction with the censuses on the Mississippi River. The first census
was made 24 October 1984 and the last one was made 24 April 1985. They
were made In the same manner and by the same Individual (R.D. Crompton) as
the surveys made on the Mississippi River from St. Louis to Cairo for the
past 12 seasons. The census attempted on 10 April 1985 could not be made
because of fog. Thus, only 10 censuses were made during the 1984-85 season
(Table 7).
Eight species of ducks plus coots, cormorants, and bald eagales were
censused on the lower Kaskaskia River In 1984-885 (Table 7). These 11
species were all observed In 1982-83 and all but one (a lone pintaill
observed In 1984-85) of the species seen In 1984-85 were also recorded In
1983-84. Species counted In 1983-84 but not in 1984-85 were Canada goose,
hooded merganser, and wood duck; however, few Individuals of these three
species were seen In 1983-84 (Table 8).
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Because only 3 censuses were made in 1982-83, 11 In 1983-85, and 10 In
1984-85, comparisons of the total counts for the three seasons are
difficult. It Is obvious that relatively few ducks, geese, coots,
cormorants, and eagles used this area In either 1983-84 or 1984-85. With
only 3 counts available for comparison, It is Impossible to determine If
use was unusually high in 1982-83 or unusually low for the past 2 seasons.
On a per census basis, 4 species (coot, mallard, northern shoveler, and
blue-winged teal) had more than 1,000 Individuals present per census for
the 3 censuses made in 1982-83. For the past 2 seasons, the highest
number seen per census was 73 coots In 1983-84 and 53 coots In 1984-85.
The average number of ducks, geese, and coots seen per flight In 1984-85
(180) was 11.3% lower than In 1983-84 (203). If we compare only the 2
censuses made In April 1985 with the three censuses made In March and April
1984 and the 3 censuses made at comparable times In 1983, we find 2,235
ducks, geese, and coots seen per flight in 1983, 336 In 1984, and 143 In
1985; or a decrease of 85.0% from 1983 to 1984 and a decrease of 57.4% from
1984 to 1985. The water was higher on the lower Kaskaskia In 1983-84 than
It was In 1982-83. Crompton felt that the ducks were more scattered and
thus harder to census in 1983-84 than they were In 1982-83. Also, the high
water resulted in more activity from boats, which probably caused the ducks
to disperse. The water was not unusually high In 1984-85. Some local
people indicated that the fishing was better than average In 1984-85 and
that fishermen may have been a factor In the low number of ducks counted in
1984-85. It appears unlikely that fishermen alone were responsible for the
difference In the numbers of waterfowl counted on this area In 1982-83 and
1984-85.
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The coot was the most abundant species observed In this area for all 3
seasons censuses were made. The American green-winged teal, mallard, and
blue-winged teal were next In abundance In 1984-85. These same 3 species
were also among the most numerous In 1982-83 and 1983-84, although their
order of abundance was not the same for all 3 seasons. Although the
northern shoveler remained fifth In abundance In 1984-85, only 77 were seen
on all 10 censuses (Table 8). More than 200 Individuals were observed
during 10 flights in 1984-85 for only the coot, mallard, American green-
winged teal, and blue-winged teal. It was speculated that these 4 species,
plus the northern shoveler, may have been more numerous than usual on the
lower Kaskaskia in the spring of 1983 (Sanderson 1983). This speculation
was based on comparative population levels of these same species on the
Mississippi River In 1982-83 compared with the long-term average.
Although the 4 sections of the Kaskaskia River Identified for purposes
of these censuses are not of equal length and the numbers of birds observed
In 1984-85 were small, the tendency observed In 1982-83 (Sanderson 1983)
and In 1983-84 (Sanderson 1984) for numbers of waterfowl to increase from
Fayetteville south to Chester on the Mississippi River was again supported
(Table 9).
This study was partially supported by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, St. Louis District, 210 Tucker Blvd., North - Rm 840, St. Louis,
Missouri 63101, under Purchase Order No. DACW43-85-M-0659.
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Table 2. A comparison of the waterfowl censuses on the Mississippi River
from St. Louis, Missouri, to Cairo, Illinois, 1972-73 through 1984-85.
a
Number Counted on Aerial Flights--
1972-73-- 1977-78-- 1982-83--
Species 19 7 6-7 7b 19 81-8 2-. 1983-84L- 1984-85
Canada goose 64,797 91,552 71,244 65,269
Mallard 53,573 111,294 48,735 16,806
Black Duck 2,472 3,177 1,614 674
Common Goldeneye 3,187 23,676 6,506 3,992
Common Merganser 1,099 7,529 1,353 642
Pintail 1,887 7,243 2,722 1,076
Coot 5,440 40,987 30,226 13,512
American Wigeon 2,704 12,660 4,955 2,883
Lesser Scaup 2,653 28,473 12,218 4,412
Northern Shoveler 571 2,471 12,596 5,055
Ring-necked Duck 1,511 14,964 2,722 1,200
Canvasback 1,134 8,945 3,300 594
Lesser Snow Goose 3,633 14,572 1,633 124
Redhead 147 1,032 654 75
Blue-winged Teal 919 6,187 7,839 5,260
American Green-
winged Teal 447 4,030 3,906 6,234
Gadwall 206 2,237 1,121 443
Ruddy Duck 27 416 1,110 427
Hooded Merganser 6 336 389 11
Red-breasted Merganser 0 117 0 0
Small Canada Geese 0 31 0 0
Bufflehead 0 203 165 30
Wood Duck 0 0 280 0
Whistling Swan 0 2 12 0
Cormorant 0 270 844 322
Bald Eagle 141 651 357 483
Totald- 146,413 382,124 215,288 128,719
Table 2 - continued.
Table 2. Continued - page 2.
-Nine flights were made in each of 1972-73, 1973-74, and 1974-75;
10 flights were made in 1978-80; 12 flights were made in each of 1976-77
and 1981-82; and 11 flights in each of the other seven years.
bFigures in this column are the average of the 5-year period.
-Figures in this column are the average of the 2-year period.
-Does not include eagles, cormorants, and whistling swans.
Table 3. A comparison of the number of waterfowl counted per fl
Mississippi River from St. Louis, Missouri, to Cairo, Illinois,
through 1984-85.
ight on the
1972-73
1972-73--
Species 1976-77-
Number Counted
1977-78--
1981-82 b-
on Aerial Fl
1982-834.
1983-84
Canada Goose
Mallard
Black Duck
Common Goldeneye
Common Merganser
Pintail
Coot
American Wigeon
Lesser Scaup
Northern Shoveler
Ring-necked Duck
Canvasback
Lesser Snow Goose
Redhead
Blue-winged Teal
American Green-
winged Teal
Gadwal 1
Ruddy Duck
Hooded Merganser
Red-breasted Merganser
Small Canada Goose
Bufflehead
Wood Duck
Whistling Swan
Cormorant
Bald Eagle
Total d
Table 3 - continued.
ight -
1984-85
6,368
5,039
245
282
101
182
529
262
271
53
144
106
312
14
84
40
19
3
0<
0
0
0
0
0
0
13
14,055
8,468
10,276
292
2,190
700
678
3,821
1,167
2,691
221
1,398
830
1,336
96
595
382
201
38
31
11
3
20
0
<1
25
60
35,445
6,476
4,430
147
592
123
247
2,748
450
1,1 10
1,146
248
300
148
60
713
355
102
100
35
0
0
15
26
1
76
32
19,572
5,934
1,528
61
363
58
98
1 ,228
262
401
460
109
54
11
38
478
567
40
39
1
0
0
15
0
0
29
44
11,818
Table 3. Continued - page 2.
-Nine flights were made in each of 1972-73, 1973-74, and 1974-75;
10 flights were made in 1979-80; 12 flights were made in each of 1976-77
and 1981-82; and 11 flights were made in each of the other seven years.
bigures in this column are the average of the 5-year period.
-Figures in this column are the average of the 2-year period.
d
.-Does not include eagles, cormorants, and whistling swans.
Table 4. Average number of each species censused each year
on the Mississippi River from St. Louis, Missouri, to Cairo,
Illinois, 1972-73 through 1984-85.
Number Counted
On All Per
Species Censuses Census
Canada Goose 76,115 7,159
Mallard 72,201 6,690
Black Duck 2,472 234
Common Goldeneye 12,014 1,070
Common Merganser 3,576 331
Pintail 4,013 377
Coot 23,546 2,190
American Wigeon 6,894 639
Lesser Scaup 14,190 1,341
Northern Shoveler 4,643 317
Ring-necked Duck 6,848 640
Canvasback 4,430 410
Lesser Snow Goose 7,263 657
Redhead 557 55
Blue-winged Teal 4,343 409
American Green-winged Teal 2,803 260
Gadwall 1,146 104
Ruddy Duck 374 34
Hooded Merganser 250 18
Red-breasted Merganser 45 5
Small Canada Goose 12 1
Bufflehead 106 11
Wood Duck 43 4
Whistling Swan 3 <1
Cormorant 258 23
Bald Eagle 397 37
Total a- 247,887 22,956
-Does not include eagles, cormorants, and whistling
swans.
Table 5. Mean numbers of the most numerous species or collection of species of
waterfowl censused each year on each section of the Mississippi River from St. Louis,
Missouri, to Cairo, Illinois, 1972-73 through 1984-85.
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April 1985--mallard.
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Table 7. Waterfowl censuses,
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lower Kaskaskia River,
April 1985--black duck.
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Table 7. Waterfowl censuses,
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lower Kaskaskia River,
April 1985--common merganser.
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April 1985--American wigeon.
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lower Kaskaskia River,
April 1985--lesser snow goose.
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April 1985--blue-winged teal.
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Table 7. Waterfowl censuses,
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lower Kaskaskia River,
April 1985--American green-winged teal.
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April 1985--ruddy duck.
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lower Kaskaskia River,
April 1985--cormorant.
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Table 8. Average number of each species censuses each in the lower
Kaskaskia River, Illinois, 1982-83 through 1984-85.
aNumber Counted-
On All Censuses Per Census
Species 82-83 83-84 84-85 82-83 83-84 84-85
Canada Goose 485 10 0 162 1 0
Mallard 5,925 648 413 1,975 59 41
Black Duck 235 43 17 78 4 2
Common Goldeneye 76 68 68 25 6 7
Common Merganser 51 0 0 17 0 0
Pintail 555 0 12 185 0 1
Coot 9,985 802 528 3,328 73 53
American Wigeon 1,265 47 10 422 4 1
Lesser Scaup 750 0 0 250 0 0
Northern Shoveler 4,735 206 77 1,578 19 8
Ring-necked Duck 525 0 0 175 0 0
Canvasback 170 0 0 57 0 0
Lesser Snow Goose 150 0 0 50 0 0
Redhead 115 0 0 38 0 0
Blue-winged Teal 3,378 197 230 1,126 18 23
American Green-winged Teal 2,237 153 445 746 14 44
Gadwall 275 0 0 92 0 0
Ruddy Duck 215 0 0 72 0 0
Hooded Merganser 25 5 0 8 <1 0
Bufflehead 10 0 0 3 0 0
Wood Duck 27 15 0 9 1 0
Cormorant 142 40 7 47 4 1
Bald Eagle 2 1 17 1 <1 2
Total- 31,333 2,235 1,800 10,444 203 180
b
-Does not include eagles and cormorants.
-Three censuses in 1982-83, 11 in 1983-84, and 10 in 1984-85.
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APPENDIX I
WATERFOWL CENSUSES ON THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER FROM ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI, TO
CAIRO, ILLINOIS, AND ON THE LOWER KASKASKIA RIVER, ILLINOIS: 24 OCTOBER
1984 THROUGH 24 APRIL 1985.
The approximate distribution and abundance of ducks, geese, coots, and
eagles for the 1984-85 season are shown on navigation charts for the
Mississippi River. It should be understood that the areas of concentration
and the percentages seen for each section of the river are the best
estimates we can make. For a long section of the river, such as from
St. Louis to Cairo, It Is Impossible (given the time available) to note
precise locations and estimates of numbers for the various groups of birds,
when conducting an aerial census.
The Information shown In Appendix I was developed as follows: The
observer (Crompton) marked areas on the navigation charts where
concentrations of each of the 4 groups was observed. He then estimated
the percentage of the total counts for the season that were observed in the
areas where concentrations occurred. For example, from St. Louis to
Kimmswick, 50% of the ducks observed during 1984-85 were In the duck
concentration areas (Appendix Table 1), Indicated In black solid lines on
Navigation Chart 143. The remaining 50% of the ducks observed from St.
Louis to Kimmswick were observed In the areas not circled on the charts.
Of course, the distribution of the remaining 50% was not random, but they
did not occur in areas of obvious concentrations. Thus, if one wishes to
calculate the approximate number of ducks counted on the concentration
areas Indicated on Navigation Chart 143 during the 1984-85 season, multiply
50% times 119, the total number of ducks counted from St. Louis to
Kimmswick (added from Table 1). In this example, the only concentrations
of ducks observed from St. Louis to Kimmswick were in the areas covered by
Navigation Chart 143.
A similar method was used for geese, coots, and eagles. For Horseshoe
Lake (St. Louis), all the birds listed for this area were on the lake,
which is not shown on the navigation chart, but Its approximate location Is
Indicated on Navigation Chart 139.
14
Appendix I, Table 1. Percentage of ducks (solid black lines), geese
(broken black lines), coots (solid black lines), and bald eagles (broken
black lines) estimated to have been counted during 1984-85 In the
concentration areas indicated on the navigation charts.
Percentage of Total
Bald
Area Ducks Geese Coots Eagles
Horseshoe Lake (St. Louis) 100 100 100 100
St. Louis-Kimmswick 50 : 60 ;
Kimmswick-Crystal City 60 a 50 100 d
Crystal City-Ste. Genevieve 65 b 60 100
Ste. Genevieve-Chester 70 60 65 75
Chester-Grand Tower 70 70 70 75
Grand Tower-Cape Girardeau 75 75 80 80
Cape Girardeau-Cairo 85 80 80 85
-a None counted.
b Only a few geese seen, not shown on navigation charts.
c Only 4 bald eagles seen, not shown on navigation charts.
d Only 8 bald eagles seen.
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143
143
143
143
143
Meramec River,
Mo.
White House, Mo.
Pulltight Landing,
Pulltight Landing,Ill.
Pulltight Landing.
III
Union Electric Co.
Barbour Boat Works
Luhr Brothers
J. B. Marine Service
Luhr Brothers
Unloading coal
Construction marine
equipment
Loading & Unloading
construction equip.
Fleeting of barges
Fleeting of own barges
Shelter Cargo
or Handling
Warehouse Equipment
Plant Clamshell bucket.
conveyor belt
None Crane
None Dock
None None
None None
R/R
Connect
Mo. Pac.
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None
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Power Plant
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River construction
contractor
Making up tows,
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FleetinRg of own barges
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U S. ARMY
MILE 149
Location Owner or Operator Type of Service
Vigus Quarries, Inc. Unloading of sand
St. Joseph Lead Co. Unloading coke & lead
Lis HR Bros. Inc. Loading of stone
Agrico-Chemical Co. Unloading of liquid
fertilizer
West Lake Quarry Loading of stone
Shelter Cargo
or Handling
Warehouse Equipment
4 steel bins Conveyors "
Warehouse and Angle irons,
plant scales, all types,
machinery
None None
Tanks-several miles Pumps &
away pipelines
None Truck, loading
ramp
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Chart Mileage
No. AOR
145
145
145
145
145
149.9 R
151.6 R
152.5 R
153.5 L
155.0 R
Crystal City, Mo.
Herculaneum, Mo.
Harrisonville, III.
Herculaneum, Mo.
Sulphur Springs.
Mo
R/R'
Connect
None
Mo. Pac.
None
None
None
Remarks
Barge to truck
Mfg. plant
Truck to barge
Barge for storage site
Truck to barge
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Shelter Cargo
Chart Mileage or Handling R/R
No. AOR Location Owner or Operator Type of Service Warehouse Equipment Connect Remarks
147 138.9 R Brickeys, Mo. Missouri Cities Stone Co. Loading of stone None Truck loading None Truck to barge
ramp
147 142.3 L Kemper Landing Mon-Clair Grain & Loading & unloading grain Storage tanks Elevator None Barge to truck to
Supply Co. barge
CO^'- ;- i." f NG!\E I f
^> / c-
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
LEE
M I S
MILE 132
Shelter Cargo
Chart Mileage or Handling R/R
No. AOR Location Owner or Operator Type of Service Warehouse Equipment Connect Remarks
143 136.0 R Bnckeys. Mo. Menefee Crushed Loading of stone None Truck loading None Truck to barge
Stone Co.I ramrp dock notin use
U. S. ARMY
"\.
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Chart Mileage or Handling R/R
No. AOR Location Owner or Operator Type of Service Warehouse Equipment Connect Remarks
149 126.5 L Litte Rock Tower Rock Fleeting of barges None None None Making uptows,
to Landing Kellogg. Stone Co. towing services
127.4 L III.
149 127.1 R Ste. Genevieve, Charles Bussen Stone Loading of stone None Tandem trucks None Truck to barge
Mo. truck ramp
149 127.4 R Ste. Genevieve, Midwest Towing Co., Barge repair None None None Office on bank
Mo. Inc.
149 127.9 R Ste. Genevieve, Gibber Bros. Loading of stone None Truck loading Frisco Truck to barge
Mo. ramp i
CORPt U;i F NINF Ek U S ARMY
Wz,ftoýqzt,
Chart Mileage
No. AOR Location
150
150
121.7 R
to
122.4 R
122. 4 R
Isf
Ste. Genevieve,
Mo.
Ste. Genevieve,Mo.
Iittlev F-
Owner or Operator Type of Service
Midwest Towing Co.,
Inc.
Oil & Materials Co.
Fleeting of barges
Unloading & loading sand
O~nloadirt & Irpir Ir-lr
Shelter
or
Warehouse
None
None
Cargo
Handling
Equipment
None
Conveyor
!cnnvpvr"-
R/R
Connect
None
None
Ni- A II
Remarks
Making up tows, towing
service
In: barge Out: barge &
truck
In arre an
1 S ARMN
M I S S 0 U\R I
\ STE. GENEVIEVE COUNTY^
I L L
Shelter Cargo
Chart Mileage or Handling R/R
No. AOR Location Owner or Operator Type of Service Warehouse Equipment Connect Remarks
151 114.6 R Kaskaskia Ist., Mid-America Fleeting of barges None None None Making up tows, towing
to III. Transportation Co. service
115.2
U. S ARMY
O I S
CHESTER
S S 0
PERRY COUNTY
Shelter Cargo
Chart Mileage or Handling R/R
No. AOR Location Owner or Operator Type of Service Warebouse Equipment Connect Remarks
152 108 7 L Chester. Ill. H. C. Cole Milling Co. Loading soybeans, corn One million bu Conveyor belt Mo. Pac In truck, rail Out: barge
storage
^ ^ va
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
Shelter
or
Owner or Operator Type of Service Warehouse
Missouri Pacific Coal Loading coal None
Transfer
Southern Illinois Sand Unloading sand, steel None
Co. pipe, bulk fertilizer, salt
Cargo-
Handling R/R
Equipment Connect Remarks
Conveyor belt Mo. Pac. Rail to barge: dock not in
Cranes on dock Mo. Pac. Barge to rail & truck
U. S ARMY
Chart
No.
Mileage
AOR
153 105.0 L
153 107.8 L
Location
Ford, III.
(Chester, Ill.
Tei No.)
Chester, Ill.
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157 82.3 L Grand Tower, III. Lawder Sand Co. Loading of coal None Conveyor None Truck to barge
157 82.3 L Grand Tower, III. Lawder Sand Co. Unloading sand, gravel None Clamshell crane None Barge to truck
on barge
157 82.4 L Grand Tower, III. Bunge Corporation Loading grain Storage tanks Grain loading leg III. Central Truck to barge
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162 51.3 R Cape Girardeau,
Mo
162 52.3 R Cape Girardeau,
Mo.
162 51.0 R Cape Girardeau,
Owner or Operator
Missouri Dry Dock &
Repair Co.
C.L. Huckstep Sinclair
Oil Co.
Cape Girardeau Sand
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Type of Service Warehouse Equipment Connect Remarks
Repair marine quipment, None Crane. Crawler None Marine ways, drydock
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Unloading sand None Crane or barge i None Barge to truckr... .. . i. , !t
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Conveyor belt None Truck to barge
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No. AOR
166 28.2 R
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SUBMERGED WING DAM
SUBMERGecD BANK PROTECTION
SURlfP 6F E n.ID F! rTUP
CORPS OF ENGINEERS MILE 7 U. S. ARMY10 nn me " rIE7to A t1 (. 0uISAD4 .... CA.RO . 170
'17
I S s O U R I
MISS s0 PP1 couNTY
fA E U
KJ
-1-4
.. EN U KY
CAIRO DRAINAGE DISTRICT
I L L 0 \ I S oALEXANDERLEX OND TYYC
A0NGHELAOD
UPPER ST FRANCIS LEVEE DISTRICT .
CAIRLI HIGHTWAY RRIDG.E MILE T 3 LLIR 5IRA 
pe
yon
SEA.CL 142 EFT ABOVE ZERO
1, a
........
.... ..-.,'%
AZ,
Shelter Cargo
Chart Mileage or Handling R/R
No. AOR Location Owner or Operator Type of Service Warehouse Equipment Connect Remarks
f ^ ^
I
UIK SVRICE INAL
9--
:1 F-rEG •jr
%,W0A LEVEE
BANK PROTECTION
- - AERIAL CABLE CROSSING
X COMMERCIAL DOCK
RECREATIONAL SITE
RECREATIONAL SITE WITH RAMP
(B COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL SITE
S HISTORIC SITE
0 SMALL BOAT HARBOR. MARINA.
BOPRIVATE NAVIGCLUB
-• PRIVATE NAVIGATION LIGHT
1984-95RIVER GAGEGOVERNMENT LIGHT
GOVERNMENT DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHTED BUOYMARUCKS
GOVERNMENT LIGHTED BUOY
MOORINGS
MILEAGE ABOVE HIO RIVER
MIOCMANNEL SAILING LINE GEESE ------- - -- --o
CURRENT
SUBMERGED WING DAM
SUBMERGED BANK PROTECTION
wj8ufrCr. F' rAn
U S ANIT
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
WILDLIFE SANCTUARY*
WING DAMD
PAVED ROAD
GRAVEL ROAD
UNIMPROVED ROAD
FEDERAI HIGHWAY
STATE HIGHWAY
COUNTY ROAD
0
V ~
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
WILDLIFE SANCTUARY*
S WING DAM
-- PAVED ROAD
- GRAVEL ROAD
UNIMPROVED ROAD
FEDERAL HIGHcWAY
r"! STATE HIGHWAY
VWWM LEVEE
S BANK PROTECTION
- - AERIAL CABLE CROSSING
S COMMERCIAL DOCK
U RECREATIONAL SITE
3 RECREATIONAL SITE WITH RAMP
M COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL SITE
7. HISTORIC .5if
GOVERNMENT LIGHT- DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHTED BUOY
I r- nF7 NJ r)
U. S. ARMY
RIVER GAGE
GovERNMENT LIGHT
GOVERNMENT DAYMARK
MOORINGS
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
LEGEND
SGOVERNMENT PROPERTY
WILDLIFE SANCTUARYv
-- NPAVED ROAD
m m GRAVEL ROAD
UNIMPROVED ROAD
O EDERAL HIGHWAY
Q STATE HIGHWAY
[I COUNTY ROAD
M#A,# LEVEE
BANK PROTECTION
- -- AERIAL CABLE CROSSING
COMMERCIAL DOCK
| RECREATIONAL SITE
Q RECREATIONAL SITE WITH RAMP
COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL SITE
0 HISTORIC SITE
3 SMALL BOAT HARBOR. MARINA.
b8 BOAT CLUB
GOVERNMENT LIGHTED BUOY
MOORINGS
MILEAGE ABOVE OHIO RIVER
MIDCHANNEL SAI ING LINE
CURRENT
SUBMERGED WING DAM
SUBMERGED BANK PROTECTIONSou rnkmED FFATLI
* PRIVATE NAVIGATION LIGHT
U S ARM'
RIVER GAGE
GOVERNMENT LIGHT
< GOVERNMENT DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHT-DAYMARK
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
LEGEND
#MW , LEVEE
..,.-- BANK PROTECTION
- - AERIAL CABLE CROSSING
3 COMMERCIAL DOCK
* RECREATIONAL SITE
S RECREATIONAL SITE WITH RAMP
COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL SITE
HIasTon 7eSt
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
WILDLIFE SANCTUARY*
WING DAM
PAVED ROAD
GRAVEL ROAD
UNIMPROVED ROAD
FEDERAL MIGHWAY
mi
30=0
U. S ARMY
RIVER GAGE
GOVERNMENT LIGHT
GOVERNMENT DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHT-DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHTED BUOY
MOORINGS
Location Owner or Operator
Meramec River,
Mo.
White House, Mo.
Putltight Landing,
IlI.
Pulltight Landing,
Ill i.
PulttiRht Landing,
Union Electric Co.
Barbour Boat Works
Luhr Brothers
J. B. Marine Service
Luhr Brothers
Type of Service
F F
Unloading coal
Construction marine
equipment
Loading & Unloading
construction equip.
Fleeting of barges
Fleeting of own barges
M E R R I M A C
MERIMA
Shelter Cargo
or Handling
Warehouse Equipment
Plant
None
None
None
None
Clamshell bucket.
conveyor belt
Crane
Dock
None
None
R/R
Connect Remarks
Mo. Pac. Power Plant
None Marine ways
None River construction
contractor
None Making up tows,
towing service
None Fleeting of own barpe.
U S AhkM 0
Chart
No.
143
143
143
143
143
Mileage
AOR
161.4 R
162.6 R
165.6 L
163.2 L
to
164.8 L
164.0 L
COWPý, ('ý f N(-,INt E;,-.
`%, ýZ-
-F
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
IMPERIALMWK
JiI L L, I N O 0 I S/ ;
€74
OME COUNTY
JE FF ERS 0 N C UN Y COLUMBIA DRAINAGE AND LEVEE DISTRICT NO. 3
---------
ki!
V -SSLPURNSN NGSIDE
HARRISONVILLE AND VT LANDING DRAINAGE AND LEVEE DISTRICT NO 2
JEFFERSONNCOUNT
SLE INMILE 5 55
I Shelter Cargo
Chart Mileage or Handling If/R
No. AOR Location Owner oOperator Type of Service Warehouse Equipment Connect Remarks
U. S. ARMY
C Fp fNIt f 1N Fk K-
I N 0 I S
ROE COUNTY
MILE 149
149.9 R Crystal City, Mo.
151.6 R Herculaneum, Mo.
152.5 R Harrisonville, III.
153.5 L Herculaneum, Mo.
155.0 R Sulphur Springs.
Mo.
Owner or Operator
Vigus Quarries. Inc.
St. Joseph Lead Co.
Lis HR Bros. Inc.
Agrico-Chemical Co.
West Lake Quarry
Co.
Shelter
er
Type of Service Warehouse
Unloading of sand 4 steel bins
Unloading coke & lead Warehouse and
plant
Loading of stone None
Unloading of liquid Tanks-several miles
fertilizer away
Loading of stone None
Cargo
Handling R/R'
Equipment Connect
Conveyors
Angle irons,
scales, all types,
machinery
None
Pumps &
pipelines
Truck, loading
ramp
None
Mo. Pac.
None
None
None
Chart Mileage
No. AOR Location
145
145
145
145
145
Remarks
Barge to truck
Mfg. plant
Truck to barge
Barge for storage site
Truck to barge
m
U S ARM1
M I S S 0 U
JEFFERSON COUNTY
U. S. ARMY
HARRISONVILLE AND IVY LANDING DRAINAGE
AND LEVEE DISTRICT NO. 2
I L I
\___ _ MILE 43 %
Shelter Cargo
Chart Mileage or Handling R/R
No. AOR Location Owner or Operator Type of Service Warehouse Equipment Connect Remarks
146 144.0 R Selma, Mo. West Lake Quarry Co. Loading of stone None Truck loading None Truck to barge
ramp
146 144.7 R Selma, Mo. USS Agri-Chemicals Unloading of anhydrous One 30,000 ton Barge pump Frisco Barge to rail & truck
Inc Ammonia steel tank
I, - ' -r
.U. i, u f NulINE E ik
RUSHu
M E S S 0 U R I
JEFFERSON COUNTY
Shelter Cargo
Chart Mileage or Handling R/R
No. AOR Location Owner or Operator Type of Service Warehouse Equipment Connect Remarks
147 138.9 R Brickeys, Mo. Missouri Cities Stone Co. Loading of stone None Truck loading None Truck to barge
ramp
147 142.3 L Kemper Landing Mon-Clair Grain & Loading & unloading grain Storage tanks Elevator None Barge to truck to
Supply Co. barge
ARM'
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
M I S
MILE 132
Shelter Cargo
Chart Mileage or Handling R/R
No. AOR Location Owner or Operator Type of Service Warehouse Equipment Connect Remarks
143 136.0 R Brckeys. Mo. Menefee Crushed Loading of stone None Truck loading None Truck to barge:
SStone Co. ramp dock not in use
"% )., I
U S ARMY
U S AkMT
.. % L,. MILE 132 IFI(149" "149
S~ STRINGTOWN FORT CHARTRES AND IVY LANDING DRAINAGE DISTRICT NO. S
coG LUM GUARRY
P t R
STE. GENEVIEVE COUNTY :-
PRAIRIE DO ROCHER AND MODOC
SLEVEE A ND DRAINAGE DISTRICT
......... / \ gSTE. ENEVEVE.OUNTU eSLG ,-,O iN A,, \,
W H IT E SA-N
Chart
No.
149
149
149
149
Shelter Cargo
Mileage or Handling R/R
AOR Location Owner or Operator Type of Service Warehouse Equipment Connect Remarks
126.5 L Litte Rock Tower Rock Fleeting of barges None None None
to Landing Kellogg, Stone Co.
127.4 L III.
127.1 R Ste. Genevieve. Charles Bussen Stone Loading of stone None Tandem trucks None
Mo. truck ramp
127.4 R Ste. Genevieve, Midwest Towing Co., Barge repair None None NoneMo. Inc.
127.9 R Ste. Genevieve, Gibber Bros. Loading of stone None Truck loading FriscoMo. ramp
Making uptows,towing services
Truck to barge
Office on bank
Truck to barge
V ~
U. S. ARMY
Shelter Cargo
or Handling R/R
Warehouse Equipment Connect
None None
Conveyor None
lConvev'I- P,.
Remarks
Making up tows, towing
service
In: barge Out: barge &
truck
M I
Mileage
AOR Location
Chart
No.
150
150
121.7 R
to
122.4 R
122.4 R
Ste. Genevieve,
Mo.
Ste. Genevieve,
Mo.
Owner or Operator
Midwest Towing Co.,
Inc.
Oil & Materials Co.
Type of Service
Fleeting of barges
Unloading & loading sand
tSn narimp & Inaerm I:.'rn
None
None
N -...
T I
U S ARMY
M I S S 0 U\R
STE. GENEVIEVE COUNTY
I L L
Shelter Cargo
Chart Mileage or Handling R/R
No. AOR Location Owner or Operator Type of Service Warehouse Equipment Connect Remarks
151 114.6 R Kaskaskia Isl., Mid-America Fleeting of barges None None None Making up tows, towing
to III. Transportation Co. service115.2
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
0 I S
C H E S T E R
S S 0s0PERRY COUNTY
P E RRY CO0U NT Y
I L L
Owner or Operator Type of Service
Missouri Pacific Coal Loading coal
Transfer
Southern Illinois Sand Unloading sand, steel
Co. I pipe, bulk fertilizer, salt
Shelter Carp.o
or Handling R/R
Warehouse Equipment Connect
None Conveyor belt Mo. Pac.
None Cranes on dock Mo. Pac.
Chart
No.
153
153
Mileage
AOR
105.0 L
107.8 L
Location
Ford, III.
(Chester. Ill.
Tei No.)
Chester, Ill.
Remarks
Rail to barge: dock not in
use
Barge to rail & truck
I
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
(
Shelter Cargo
Chart Mileage or Handling R/R
No. AOR Location Owner or Operator Type of Service Warehouse Equipment Connect Remarks
n 1 ] i AUn I nited are I I oadine of ,. Ir ( Conve,,r hlt No( , Irckto, r,
U S. ARMY
CORPS Of ENGINEERS
N I
NO IS
O U
COUNTY
L-EGE ND
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
WILDLIFE SANCTUARY*
C = WING DAM
PAVED ROAD
3rmr GRAVEL ROAD
UNIMPROVED ROADC3 FEDERAL HIGHWAY
O STATE HIGHWAY
1 COUNTY ROAD
X&,WA LEVEE
im BANK PROTECTION
- - AERIAL CABLE CROSSING
I COMMERCIAL DOCK
* RECREATIONAL SITE
3 RECREATIONAL SITE WITH RAMP
M COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL SITE
S HISTORIC SITE
1 SMALL BOAT HARBOR. MARINA,
BOAT CLUB
• PRIVATE NAVIGATION LIGHT
U S ARMY
RIVER GAGE
GOVERNMENT LIGHT
GOVERNMENT OAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHT-DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHTED BUOY
MOORINGS
MILEAGE ABOVE OHIO RIVER
MIDCHANNEL SAI ING LINE
CURRENT
SUBMERGED WING DAM
SUOacRGEo BANK PROTEcTION
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
DEGOGNIA ND FOUNTAIN
I S
-EGEN
#,€*. LEVEE
BANM PROTECTION
AERIAL CABLE CROSSING
X COMMERCIAL DOCK
* RECREATIONAL SITE
RECREATIONAL SITE WITH RAMP
COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL S:TE
GOVERNMENT LIGHTED BUOY
r - GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
WILDLIFE SANCTUARY*
C== WING DAM
-- PAVED ROAD
GRAVEL ROAD
UNIMPROVED ROAD
FEDERAL HIGHWAY
5Ty Em^ mA
i
<- < '
L
U. S ARMY
q L-#-!I 1 }l
RIVER GAGE
GOVERNMENT LIGHT
GOVERNMENT DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHT-DAYMARK
MOORINGS
k- I A'. I AP -ý,.. ...... C ',
MILE-84 B"R 5fBRUNKHORST / .^ [  57
FOUNTAIN BLUFF
/ SMAWNEE NATIONAL FOREST
' i it s
L O
SAA I L L I N 0 I S
MISSOURI .1
PERRY COUNTY
GRAND TOWER DRAINAGE AND LEVEE DISTRICT
TEXAS ILLINOIS PIPELINE SUSPENSION BRIDGE. MILE 808
ABOVE ZERO OF GRAND TOWER. ILLINOIS GAGE.
ONACKSONRANDTTOWER
TEA LN I N MILE 
79
ML 0\
Shelter Cargo
or Handling
Warehouse Equipment
None Conveyor -
None Clamshell crane
on barge
Storage tanks Grain loading leg
R/R
Connect Remarks
None Truck to barge
None Barge to truck
III. Central Truck to barge
Chart Mileage
No. AOR
157 82.3 L
157 82.3 L
157 82.4 L
Location
Grand Tower, IIIl.
Grand Tower, III.
Grand Tower, Ill.
Owner or Operator
Lawder Sand Co.
Lawder Sand Co.
Bunge Corporation
Type of Service
Loading of coal
Unloading sand, gravel
Loading grain
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
PAI!W7S _C-t
O U R
COUNTY
UNION COUNTY
PRESTON DRAINAGE AND LEVEE DISTRICT
LEGEND
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
WILDLIFE SANCTUARY"
WING DAM
PAVED ROAD
GRAVEL ROAD
UNIMPROVED ROAD
FEDERAL HIGHWAY,TATE KtovroNoxt 1.
ann.
* a
mP%
Si1
, .
U. S. ARMY
HN S AuALIGMT & DAYMAERC
n.7
LEVEE
BANK PROTECTION
AERIAL CABLE CROSSING
COMMERCIAL DOCK
RECREATIONAL SITE
RECREATIONAL SITE WITH RAMP
COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL SITEHISven Ic. '
RIVER GAGE
GOVERNMENT LIGHT
GOVERNMENT DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHT- DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHTED BUOY
L -
CcnRPS O f NGINEER S
M IS S O U R
CAPE GIRARDEAU COUNTY
TRAIL OF TEARS STATE PARK
LEGEND
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
WILDLIFE SANCTUARY*
WING DALI
PAVED ROAD
- - GRAVEL ROAD
UNIMPROVED ROAD
FEDERAL HIGHWAY
O STATE HIGHWAY
E COUNTY ROAD
U
U
a
LEVEE
BANK PROTECTION
AERIAL CABLE CROS3ING
COMMERCIAL DOCK
RECREATIONAL SITE
RECREATIONAL SITEWITH RAMP
COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL SITE
HISTORIC SITE
SMALL BOAT HARBOR, MARINA.BOAT CLUB
PRIVATE NAVIGATION L GHT
RIVER GAGE
GOVERNMENT LIGHT
GOVER MENT DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHT DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHTED BUOY
MOORINGS
MILEAGE ABOVE OHIO RIVER
MIDCHANNEL SAILING LINE
CURRENT
SUBMERGED WING DAM
SUBMERGED BANK PROTECTION
suurMFc.r FFATLunF
U S ARK'v
TEATAILELIGHT ,*OAYUAIC
"1.7
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
S s 0 U
CAPE GIRARDEAU COUNTY
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
WILDLIFE SANCTUARY*
WING DAM
S-w GRAVEL ROAD
UNIMPROVED ROAD
STATE MIGHWAY
AW, A LEVEE
BANK PROTECTION
- - AERIAL CABLE CROSSING
(f COMMERCIAL DOCK
* RECREATIONAL SITE
RECREATIONAL SITE WITH RAMP
M COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL SITE
1 HISTORIC SITE
Is
R I
L-EGEND
U. S ARMY
RIVER GAGE
GOVERNMENT LIGHT
GOVERNMENT DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHT- DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHTED BUOY
MOORINGS
MILt AC.F ARoV[-OHIO IP;VtQ
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
UNION COUNTY
IS S O U
CAPE GIRARDEAU COUNTY
-EGEND
M;#Ak#. LEVEE
*-***** BANK PROTECTION
- - AERIAL CABLE CROSSING
S COMMERCIAL DOCK
* RECREATIONAL SITE
1 RECREATIONAL SITE WITH RAMP
M COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL SITE
D HISTORIC SITE
1 SMALL BOAT HARBOR. MARINA,BOAT CLUB
• PRIVATE NAVIGATION LIGHT
OPERTY
UARY
e
D0
SGOVERNMENT PR
WILDLIFE SANCTI
= WING DAM
4-0- PAVED ROAD
------ GRAVEL ROAD
UNIMPROVE  ROAC FEDERAL HIGHWA
0 STATE HIGHWAY
1:] COUNTY ROAD
:
U S ARMY
SCHENIMANN
aL-
RIVER GAGE
GOVERNMENT LIGHT
GOVERNMENT DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHT-DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHTED BUOY
MOORINGS
MILEAGE ABOVE OHIO RIVER
MIDCHANNEL SAI ING LINE
CURRENT
SUBMERGED WING DAM
SUBMEnGD BANK PROTFCTr10
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
M I S/S O U R
CAPE GIRARDEAU COUNTY
I L L
Chart I Mileage I I
No. AOR Location Owner or Operator
162
162
167
51.3 R Cape Girardeau,
Mo.
52.3 R Cape Girardeau,
Mo.
53.0 R Cape Girardeau.
Type of Service
Missouri Dry Dock & Repair marine equipment.
Repair Co. build marine tools
C.L. Huckstep Sinclair Loading gas & fuel
Oil Co.
Cape Girardeau Sand I Unloading sand
Shelter
ore
Warehouse
None
Warehouse tanks
None
Cargo
Handling
Equipment
Crane. Crawler None
crane derrick boat
Pump pipeline None
Crane or barge I None
convevnr brit ti
U. S. ARMY
'I IN NA~l U ~AIMV
MILE 51
JLG rF-=R M A - E A U
LNNIL L I 0N1 S
74 ALEXANDER COUNTY
a Vo REFLECTORS
It .1s.
2.kr.
A 6t EAST CAPE GIRARDEAUI AND CCLEARR C EE K DRAINAGE DISTRICT
SR,4 K
5 GRAYS INT\i GAL
ILII M
ckoob m Ouow SS
ý-x
II O MISS0 RI
c4% +*
rr LIHEN DO CK
LEGEND
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY ,,*,., LEVEE RIVER GAGE
WILDLIFE SANCTUARY PBANK ROTECTION GOVERNMENT LIGHT
WN DAM, ^ - - AERIAL CABLE CROSSING GOVERNMENT DAYMAR
----- WING DAM COMMERCIAL DOCK " VER  AK
SPAVED ROAD
GRAVEL ROAD RECREATIONAL SITE GOVERNMENT LIGHT- DAYMARK
UNIMPROVED ROAD RECREATIONAL SITE WITH RAMP GOVERNMENT LIGHTED BUOYU FEDERAL HIGHWAY C OMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL SITE
STATEIGHA HISTORIC SIT MOORINGS
0 TATE HIGHWAY  HI*STORIC SITE  MILEAGE ABOVE OHIO RIVER
COUNTY ROAD SMALL BOAT HARBOR. MARINA, MIDCHANNEL SAILING LINE
SP 0 IBOA T CLUB S V
".mic'eo ,if. ,NtO.M.TP« "t PRIVATE NAVIGATION LIGHT SUBMERGED WING DAM
S
A
I
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
THEBES RAILWAY BRIDGE, MILE A3-7
VHOR. CL., CENTER SPAN 051 FT..
TWO SIDE SPANS EACH 501 FT.
-VER CL., 104 FT. ABOVE ZERO OFIy
GRAYS POINT GAGE.7
- t. L I N 0 I S
\ALEXANDER COUNTY
\
FAYVILLE
SLEGEND
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
SWILDLIFE SANCTUARY*
PAVED ROAD
UNIMPROVED ROADC FEDERAL HIGHWAY
S STATE HIGHWAY
IM,.., LEVEE
ul BANK PROTECTION
- - AERIAL CABLE CROSSING
COMMERCIAL DOCK
* RECREATIONAL SITE
S RECREATIONAL SITE WITH RAMP
COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL SITE
HISTORIC S
' ^ ^
U. S. ARMY
RIVER GAGE
* GOVERNMENT LIGHT
GOVERNMENT DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHT-DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHTED BUOY
MOORINGS
U S ARMY
POWER
MIS
LEGEND
w#N/A LEVEE
A 11 BANK PROTECTION
-- - AERIAL CABLE CROSSING
] COMMERCIAL DOCK
* RECREATIONAL SITE
RECREATIONAL SITE WIT1 RAMP
M COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL SITE
8 HISTORIC SITE
S SMALL BOAT HARBOR. MARINA,
BOAT CLUB
RIVER GAGE
GOVERNMENT LIGHT
GOVERNMENT DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHT-DAYMARK
-* PRIVATE NAVIGATION LIGHT
IOPERTY
rUAXY*
AD
'AY
] GOVERNMENT PR
WILDLIFE SANCTI
C=== WING DAM
PAVED ROAD
GRAVEL ROAD
UNIMPROVE  ROA3 FEDERAL HIGMWA
S STATE MIGHWAY
0O COUNTY ROAo
GOVERNMENT LIGHTED BUOY
MOORINGS
MILEAGE ABOVE OHIO RIVER
MIDCHANNEL SAI ING LINE
CURRENT
SUBMERGED WING DAM
SUBUfRCOD SANK PROTECTION.
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
, BILLINGS CO R8'1 BLFAISLAND C I
ALEXANDER COUNTY
( SuEEalo 1s.)
l kl
1LEXANFA ICOUND
s sf.
coLEXANDERTLEUNT
166 28.5 R MBrey. Mo. Sem iGan rin Co. & Loading grain Cement silos Pneumatic loader None Truck to barge
I (ua is.) Bualo Island Grain Co
LL S ARM
COHPSi 0 () NGINELWI U
I L I
S GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
WILDLIFE SANCTUARY*
S----- PAVED ROAD
GRAVEL ROAD
UNIMPROVED ROAD13 FEDERAL HIGHWAY
O STATE HIGHWAY
O COUNTY ROAD
#W#",
fi
am.
UD
0 SMALL BOAT HARBOR. MARINA.BOAT CLUB
* PRIVATE NAVIGATION LIGHT
U S ARM\
LEVEE
BANK PROTECTION
AERIAL CABLE CROSSING
COMMERCIAL DOCK
RECREATIONAL SITE
RECREATIONAL SITE WITH RAMP
COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL SITE
HISTORIC SITE
RIVER GAGE
GOVERNMENT LIGHT
GOVERNMENT DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHT-DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHTED BUOY
MOORINGS
MILEAGE ABOVE OHIO RIVER
MIDCHANNEL SAI ING LINE
CURRENT
SUBMERGED WING DAMSUBMERGED DANA P OTECTIONSUBERGI'D ff^TuRý
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
MILE 18
168
S
HORSESHOE LAKE
CONSERVATION AREA
LEG END
A.',;..,, LEVEE
BANK PROTECTION
j COMMERCIAL DOCK
S RECREATIONAL SITE
RECREATIONAL SITE WITH RAMP
COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL SITE
U S ARMY
= GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
S WILDLIFE SANCTUARY*
C== WING DAM
iPoAVED ROAD
GRAVEL ROADUNIMPROVED ROAD13 FrD( RAL HIGHWAY
RiVER GAGE
GOVERNMENT LIGHT
GOVERNuENT DAYMARK
GOVERN&MENT LIGHT - DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT UGHTED BUOY
^ ^ (
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
LEGEND
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY #W,w. LEVEE
WILDLIFE SANCTUARYT «" B
A NK 
PROTECTION
ws__ D-- - AERIAL CABLE CROSSINGW
ING DAM COMMERCIAL DOCK
-- PAVED ROAD
GRAVEL ROAD RECREATIONAL SITE
UNIMPROVED ROAD RECREATIONAL SITE WITH RAMP
FEDERAL HIGHWAY M COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL SITE
S STATE HIGHWAY 8 HISTORIC SITE
0 COUNTY ROAD 0 SMALL BOAT HARBOR. MARINA.
* PRIVATE NAVIGATION LIGHT
U S ARMY
GOVER NM NT OAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHT- DAYMARK
GOVERNMENT LIGHTED UOY
MOORINGS
MILEAGE ABOVE OHIO RIVER
MIDCHANNEL SAI ING LINE
CURRENT
SUBMERGED WING DAM
SUBMfQGtO BANK PROTECTION
RIVER GAGE
GOVERNMENT LIGHT
CORPS OF ENGINEERS MILE 7 0,O U. S ARM..... .. c ,(M Y
Shelter Cargo
Chart Mileage or Handling R/R
No. AOR Location Owner or Operator Type of Service Warehouse Equipment Connect Remarks
10 VISANDAit
osoe •o "170
.1:'11N; NEW YORA CENIRAL RAILROAD
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cL EXINTYy
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